
P-093-001

The job estimations were developed using standard methodologies,

which were reviewed by staff in all sponsoring agencies. 

 

P-093-002

The LPA will displace businesses, as addressed in FEIS Section 3.3

Property Acquisitions and Displacement, and in the Property Acquisitions

and Displacement Technical Report. These displacements will affect

businesses with employees, as addressed in FEIS Section 3.4 Land Use

and Economics, and in the Economics Technical Report. However, the

displacement of businesses and jobs will be offset to some degree by

the project creating or sustaining jobs over the life of the project.

 

P-093-003

The issue of economic impacts was addressed as part of the economics

analysis and is described in detail in the Economics Technical Report.

This report, and Chapter 3 (Section 3.4) of the FEIS, note that the

increased costs incurred because of tolls would generally be offset by

the improved travel options and travel times. Under existing and No Build

Alternative conditions, congestion delays and high crash rates have

significant costs for local businesses and travelers; improving these

conditions is one of the purposes of the project.  

Tolls could discourage home-based shopping trips from Clark County to

points in northern Oregon, such as Hayden Island and Airport Way.

However, the variable-rate toll structure that was evaluated in the DEIS

allows for different rates to be charged by time of day. Therefore,

discretionary trips, such as those between Oregon and Washington for

retail purposes, could be taken in off-peak hours when toll rates are at

their lowest, reducing the effect of the tolls on these types of trips. Also,

CRC would provide improved transit connections between Clark County

and Oregon, offering travelers a toll-free alternative for reaching

destinations across the river.
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Tolling I-205 or any other facility is not part of this project, but could be

implemented separately. With few exceptions, federal statutes do not

permit tolling of an existing interstate highway without associated

improvements. FHWA does have pilot programs that allow state

departments of transportation to apply for approval to toll a facility. Local

and State governments are struggling to fund needed infrastructure

improvements and maintenance. Tolls, user fees, and other systems that

require "users" to pay additional costs are likely to become increasingly

common.

 

P-093-004

While a third crossing would provide some benefits, and several new

crossing options were considered in the CRC alternatives analysis and

screening, none of them would adequately address the fundamental

needs that have been identified for this project, as discussed in

Chapter 2 of the FEIS.
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